
AUSTRALIA (eMedical)  

 
Please arrange an appointment by telephoning our practice on 069/72 22 22.  
 
Note: For females, the medical examination should not be scheduled during menstruation. 
 
You must be able to communicate fluently in German or English, otherwise you must arrange for an 
independent interpreter to be present. The interpreter can not be a family member! 
 
Applicants for student visas or permanent residency need to bring to their appointment: 
 

 A currently valid passport (photocopies are not accepted!) 
 Referral letter and/or HAP-ID Number (Note: Examination without HAP-ID Number is not possible!)  

 Eye glasses if worn 

 Medical reports and/or prescribed medication (relating to already diagnosed medical conditions) 

 Vaccination record if available 
 
Medical examination consists of three parts: 
 

 A physical examination (Note: During examination you need to undress to your underwear.) 

 Chest x-ray (applicants from 11 years on) 

 Non-fasting blood test (applicants from 15 years on) 

 Urine test (applicants from 5 years on) 
 
Please allow 2-3 hours for the physical examination, x-ray, laboratory tests and the recording of your data in 
eMedical.  
 

Fees 

Item eMedical Codes Fee in € Example Applicant 

Medical Examination 501 € 186,56 
(€ 222,-- incl. tax) 

Child migrant, 
Aged visitor 

Chest x-ray 502 € 61,50 
(€ 73,19 incl. tax) 

 

Medical + Chest x-ray 501 + 502 € 230,63 
(€ 274,45 incl. tax) 

Student (non-health care), 
Working Holiday Makers and 
long term visitors 

Medical + Chest x-ray+ 
HIV 

501 + 502 + 707 € 294,56 Migrant (Partner, Parent, 
Skilled Migrant) 

Medical + Chest x-ray + 
HIV + Hepatitis B/C 

501 + 502 + 707 + 708 
+ 716 

€ 338,13 Health care worker or 
health care student 

ADDITIONAL TESTS    

HIV test 707 € 20,11  

Hepatitis B test 708 € 16,76  

Hepatitis C test 716 €  26,81  

    

 
Please note: Laboratory will charge you separately for the blood tests. 
 
The completed medical will be submitted online via eMedical system 1-3 working days after your 
examination assuming that no further documents are required. 
 
For further migration information please see: www.border.gov.au 

http://www.border.gov.au/

